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Find three clusters in the 
objects given below! 
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Figure 14.1 Illustration of clustering bias. The figure on the left shows a set of objects that can
be potentially clustered in different ways depending on the definition of similarity (or
clustering bias). The figure in the middle shows the clustering results when similarity
is defined based on the shape of an object. The figure on the right shows the clustering
results of the same set of objects when similarity is defined based on size.

imagine objects inside the same cluster are similar in some way—more so than ob-
jects that appear in two different clusters. However, such a definition of clustering is
strictly speaking not well defined as we did not make it clear how exactly we should
measure similarity. Indeed, an appropriate definition of similarity is quite crucial
for clustering as a different definition would clearly lead to a different clustering
result.

Consider the illustration in Figure 14.1. How should we cluster the objects
shown in the figure on the left side? What would an ideal clustering result look
like? Clearly these questions cannot be answered until we define the perspective
for measuring similarity very clearly, i.e., inject a particular “clustering bias.” If
we define similarity based on the shape of an object, we will obtain a clustering
result as shown in the picture in the middle of the figure. However, if we define
the similarity based on the size of an object, then we would have very different
results as shown in the figure on the right side. Thus, when we define a clustering
task, it is important to state the desired perspective of measuring similarity, which
we refer to as a “clustering bias.” This bias will also be the basis for evaluating
clustering results. The ambiguity of perspective for similarity not only exists in such
an artificial example, but also exists everywhere. Take words for example: are “car”
and “horse” similar? A car and a horse are clearly not similar physically. However,
if we look at them from the perspective of their functions, we may say that they are
similar since they can both be used as transportation tools. The “right” clustering
bias clearly has to be determined by the specific application.

In different algorithms, the clustering bias is injected in different ways. For
some clustering algorithms, it is up to the user to define or select explicitly a
similarity algorithm for the clustering method to use. It will put (for example)
documents that are all similar according to the chosen similarity algorithm in
the same cluster. Other clustering algorithms are model-based (typically based on
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Clustering based on 
Shape! 
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is defined based on the shape of an object. The figure on the right shows the clustering
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imagine objects inside the same cluster are similar in some way—more so than ob-
jects that appear in two different clusters. However, such a definition of clustering is
strictly speaking not well defined as we did not make it clear how exactly we should
measure similarity. Indeed, an appropriate definition of similarity is quite crucial
for clustering as a different definition would clearly lead to a different clustering
result.

Consider the illustration in Figure 14.1. How should we cluster the objects
shown in the figure on the left side? What would an ideal clustering result look
like? Clearly these questions cannot be answered until we define the perspective
for measuring similarity very clearly, i.e., inject a particular “clustering bias.” If
we define similarity based on the shape of an object, we will obtain a clustering
result as shown in the picture in the middle of the figure. However, if we define
the similarity based on the size of an object, then we would have very different
results as shown in the figure on the right side. Thus, when we define a clustering
task, it is important to state the desired perspective of measuring similarity, which
we refer to as a “clustering bias.” This bias will also be the basis for evaluating
clustering results. The ambiguity of perspective for similarity not only exists in such
an artificial example, but also exists everywhere. Take words for example: are “car”
and “horse” similar? A car and a horse are clearly not similar physically. However,
if we look at them from the perspective of their functions, we may say that they are
similar since they can both be used as transportation tools. The “right” clustering
bias clearly has to be determined by the specific application.

In different algorithms, the clustering bias is injected in different ways. For
some clustering algorithms, it is up to the user to define or select explicitly a
similarity algorithm for the clustering method to use. It will put (for example)
documents that are all similar according to the chosen similarity algorithm in
the same cluster. Other clustering algorithms are model-based (typically based on
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Clustering based on 
Size! 
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Figure 14.1 Illustration of clustering bias. The figure on the left shows a set of objects that can
be potentially clustered in different ways depending on the definition of similarity (or
clustering bias). The figure in the middle shows the clustering results when similarity
is defined based on the shape of an object. The figure on the right shows the clustering
results of the same set of objects when similarity is defined based on size.

imagine objects inside the same cluster are similar in some way—more so than ob-
jects that appear in two different clusters. However, such a definition of clustering is
strictly speaking not well defined as we did not make it clear how exactly we should
measure similarity. Indeed, an appropriate definition of similarity is quite crucial
for clustering as a different definition would clearly lead to a different clustering
result.

Consider the illustration in Figure 14.1. How should we cluster the objects
shown in the figure on the left side? What would an ideal clustering result look
like? Clearly these questions cannot be answered until we define the perspective
for measuring similarity very clearly, i.e., inject a particular “clustering bias.” If
we define similarity based on the shape of an object, we will obtain a clustering
result as shown in the picture in the middle of the figure. However, if we define
the similarity based on the size of an object, then we would have very different
results as shown in the figure on the right side. Thus, when we define a clustering
task, it is important to state the desired perspective of measuring similarity, which
we refer to as a “clustering bias.” This bias will also be the basis for evaluating
clustering results. The ambiguity of perspective for similarity not only exists in such
an artificial example, but also exists everywhere. Take words for example: are “car”
and “horse” similar? A car and a horse are clearly not similar physically. However,
if we look at them from the perspective of their functions, we may say that they are
similar since they can both be used as transportation tools. The “right” clustering
bias clearly has to be determined by the specific application.

In different algorithms, the clustering bias is injected in different ways. For
some clustering algorithms, it is up to the user to define or select explicitly a
similarity algorithm for the clustering method to use. It will put (for example)
documents that are all similar according to the chosen similarity algorithm in
the same cluster. Other clustering algorithms are model-based (typically based on
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Text Clustering 
•  Clustering the patterns in the data, e.g. 

clustering objects based on color 
•  Objects in one cluster have a similar 

property 
•  The core of clustering is the similarity 

measure between documents/terms 
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Similarity Function Properties 

•  It must be symmetric, i.e., S(d1, d2) should 
be the same as S(d2, d1). 

•  It should be normalized on some range, 
usually [0, 1]. 
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Similarity Measure 1: 
Dot product 
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Similarity Measure 2:  
Cosine Similarity 
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data structures already in place for supporting search is especially desirable in a
unified software system for supporting both text data access and text analysis. The
clustering techniques we discuss are general, so they can be potentially used for
clustering many different types of objects, including, e.g., unigram words, bigram
words, trigram POS-tags, or syntactic tree features. All the clustering algorithms
need are a term vocabulary represented as term IDs. The clustering algorithms only
care about term occurrences and probabilities, not what they actually represent.
Thus—with the same clustering algorithm—we can cluster documents by their
word usage or by similar stylistic patterns represented as grammatical parse tree
segments. For term clustering, we may not use an index, but we do also assume
that each sentence or document is tokenized and term IDs are assigned.

14.2 Document Clustering
In this section, we examine similarity-based document clustering through two
methods: agglomerative clustering and divisive clustering. As these are both
similarity-based clustering methods, a similarity measure is required. In case a
refresh of similarity measures is required, we suggest the reader consult Chapter 6.

In particular, the similarity algorithms we use for clustering need to be symmet-
ric; that is, sim(d 1, d 2) must be equal to sim(d 2, d 1). Furthermore, our similarity
algorithm must be normalized on some range. Usually, this range is [0, 1]. These
constraints ensure that we can fairly compare similarity scores of different pairs of
objects. Most retrieval formulas we have seen—such as BM25, pivoted length nor-
malization, and query likelihood methods—are asymmetric since they treat the
query differently from the current document being scored. Whissell and Clarke
[2013] explore symmetric versions of popular retrieval formulas and they show that
they are quite effective.

Despite the fact that default query-document similarity measures are not used
for clustering, it is possible to use (for example) Okapi BM25 term weighting in doc-
ument vectors which are then scored with a simple symmetric similarity algorithm
like cosine similarity. Recall that cosine similarity is defined as

simcosine(x , y) = x . y

||x || . ||y|| =
∑

i x iyi√∑
i(x i)

2
√∑

i(yi)
2

. (14.1)

Since all term weights in our document vector representation are positive, the co-
sine similarity score ranges from [0, 1]. As mentioned, the term weights may be
raw counts, TF-IDF, or anything else the user could imagine. The cosine similar-
ity captures the cosine of the angle between the two document vectors plotted in
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Similarity Measure 3: 
Jaccard similarity  
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their high-dimensional space; the larger the angle, the more dissimilar the docu-
ments are.

Another common similarity metric is Jaccard similarity. This metric is a set
similarity; that is, it only captures the presence and absence of terms with no regard
to magnitude. It is defined as follows:

simJaccard(X, Y ) = |X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y | , (14.2)

where X and Y represent the set of elements in the document vector x and y,
respectively. In plain English, it captures the ratio of shared objects and total objects
in both sets.

For a more in-depth study of similarity measures and their effectiveness, we sug-
gest that the reader consult Huang [2008]. For the rest of this chapter, it is sufficient
to assume that the base document-document similarity measure is cosine or Jac-
card similarity. In any event, the goal of a particular similarity algorithm is to find
an optimal partitioning of data to simultaneously maximize intra-group similarity
and minimize inter-group similarity.

14.2.1 Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
We are now ready to discuss our first general clustering strategy. This method
progressively constructs clusters to generate a hierarchy of merged groups. This
bottom-up (agglomerative) approach gradually groups similar objects (single doc-
uments or groups of documents) into larger and larger clusters until there is only
one cluster left. The tree may then be segmented as needed. Alternatively, the merg-
ing may be stopped when the desired number of clusters is found. This series of
merges forms a dendrogram, represented in Figure 14.2.

In the figure, the original documents are numbered one through eleven and
comprise the bottom row of the dendrogram. Circles represent clusters of more
than one document, and lines represent which documents or clusters were merged
together to form the next, larger cluster.

The clustering algorithm is straightforward: while there is more than one clus-
ter, find the two most similar clusters and merge them. This does present an issue
though when we need to compare the similarity of a cluster with a cluster, or a clus-
ter with a single document. Until now, we have only defined similarity measures
that take two documents as input. To simplify this problem, we will treat individ-
ual documents as clusters; thus we only need to compare clusters for similarity.
The cluster similarity measures we define make use of the document-document
similarity measures presented previously.

X and Y are sets rather than vectors in this case! 
Will work with bit vector representation only 
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Term Clustering 
•  Groups similar words together 
•  Can be used to refine query by adding 

similar words 
•  Can also be used to reduce the feature 

vector size for the document 
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Challenge: you need to define semantic 
similarity which is very difficult!  



Document Clustering 
•  Represent documents as vectors 

•  If number of clusters is known, use           
k-means (LBG) to obtain clusters 

•  If number of clusters not known, use 
bottom-up or top-down clustering 
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Bottom-up Clustering 
•  Also called Agglomerative Hierarchical 

clustering 
•  Start by assuming each element a cluster 
•  Merge two closest clusters, and keep 

repeating this process 
•  The process will continue until we have 1 

cluster or when we have desired number 
of clusters 
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The final tree is Called a 
Dendogram 
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Figure 14.2 Hierarchical clustering represented as a dendrogram.

Complete-link algorithm
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Figure 14.3 Three different cluster-cluster similarity metrics.

Below, we outline three cluster similarity measures and illustrate them in Fig-
ure 14.3 .

Single-link merges the two clusters with the smallest minimum distance. This
results in “looser” clusters, since we only need to find two individually close
elements in each cluster in order to perform the merge.

Complete-link merges the two clusters with the smallest maximum distance be-
tween elements. This results in very “tight” and “compact” clusters since the
cluster diameter is kept small (i.e., the distance between all elements low).



How do you measure 
similarity of two clusters? 
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Distance Between Centroids 
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Problem – Ignores the distribution 
of elements within cluster. 



Single Link Measure 
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Minimum distance between pairs 

Pros: Can handle non-elliptical shapes 
Cons: Sensitive to noise and outliers 



Complete Link Measure 
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Maximum distance between pairs 



Complete Link Measure 
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Pros:  
1.  Less susceptible to noise 
2.  More Balanced clusters 
3.  Results in similar size clusters 
 
Cons: 
1.  Breaks large clusters 
2.  Small clusters are merged with large 

clusters 



Average Link Measure 
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Average distance between pairs 



When to Stop Merging? 
•  We can also stop when we have desired 

number of clusters 
•  If number of clusters is not know, use 

Elbow method: 
– Calculate total distortion of all clusters 
–  It will increase as the number of clusters 

decreases 
– Stop when there is an elbow of sharp increase 



Top-Down (Divisive) Clustering 
•  Start with a single cluster for all documents 
•  Find distance between all pairs of documents 
•  Find the largest distance pair and partition 

the cluster into 2. 
•  Use the pair as seeds for the new clusters 
•  Stopping criteria: 
– Desired number of clusters 
– Distance threshold 


